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SUMMARY

Predicting phonation conditions that are benign to voice health remains a biomechanically relevant problem.
Our objective is to provide insight into vocal fold (VF) hydration based on continuum-based VF models
which are able to compute VF stresses during phonation and a scheme for the extraction and generalization of
such computational data based on the principle of linear superposition. Since VF tissue is poroelastic, spatial
gradients of VF hydrostatic stresses computed for a given phonation condition determine VF interstitial fluid
flow. The present approach transforms, based on linear superposition principles, the computed interstitial
fluid velocities at the particular phonation to those at an arbitrary phonation condition. Intersititial fluid
flow characteristics for a range of phonation conditions arecompared. For phonation conditions with no
or moderate collision no dehydration per vibration cycle ispredicted throughout the VF. For more severe
collision conditions, tissue dehydration is restricted toa region close to the glottal surface. Interstitial fluid
displacement in the VF is found to be heterogeneous and strongly dependent on the phonation condition.
A phonation condition is found to exist for which dehydration peaks. The proposed method significantly
expands the scope and relevance of conducting isolated numerical simulations of VF vibration. Copyright
c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Received . . .
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-fidelity computational models are becoming availablein the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10] that are capable of simulating flow–structure interaction(FSI) between glottal airflow and

three-dimensional vocal folds (VFs). In these models it is possible to determine stresses inside

the VF tissue as it vibrates during FSI. Such a determinationof VF stresses is not possible from

experimental studies alone. A biomechanically relevant interpretation of stresses can be made by

relating the stresses to the movement of interstitial fluid within the VF, also known as VF systemic
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2 P. BHATTACHARYA AND T. SIEGMUND

hydration [11]. For instance, in a recent article the interstitial fluid inthe VF tissue was considered

to be driven by the gradients of hydrostatic stresses [2], a notion based on the knowledge that VF

tissue is biphasic i.e. it comprises a porous elastic solid phase which is fully saturated by a fluid

phase (‘interstitial’ fluid). It has been shown that a biphasic material with a porous elastic solid

skeleton can exhibit a time-dependent response. Time-dependent responses such as creep and stress

relaxation are equivalent to macroscale viscoelastic behavior [12, 13]. Biphasic material analysis

has been carried out for VF tissue [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] as well as for other biological tissues (e.g.

bone [20]). Computations performed in [2] indicated that VF vibration-induced systemic hydration

could be significant. Therefore, analysis of systemic hydration is a potentially clinically relevant

end-point of computational modeling of VF FSI.

The purpose of this paper is to present a methodology to create insight into the hydration

conditions in vibrating and colliding vocal folds. Coupledflow structure interaction computations

can in principle provide such information, are limited in that such computations have to be

performed case by case. The approach described in the paper demonstrates how to extract pertinent

information from flow structure computations and how to use this information, i.e. to construct a

map delineating hydration conditions relative to vibration and collision of the vocal fold system.

A pertinent extension of this analysis is to determine vibration-induced systemic hydration in

a subject-specific VF over a range of phonation conditions. However, a typical FSI computation

involves significant computational overhead, even when performed for a subject-specific VF (fixed

geometry and tissue properties) and a single phonation/airflow condition. Thus insights regarding

systemic hydration appear to be restricted to the specific phonation condition under which the

computation was performed. This paper investigates the possibility of extending such insights

obtained from a single computation to a range of phonation conditions.

The approach used in this study (detailed in section2) comprises three steps, namely,

decomposition, scaling and superposition. In the decomposition step VF displacement and

hydrostatic stress are decomposed into average, fluctuation and collision-induced contributions.

These contributions correspond respectively to the well-described notions of ‘dc-offset’, ‘ac-part’

and ‘baseline truncation’ in voice literature [21, 22]. The decomposition strategy is motivated by the

current understanding of phonation conditions. In the absence of phonation-induced self-sustained

vibrations only the ‘dc-offset’ is present. In contrast, for phonation conditions characterized by

low-amplitude vibrations (e.g. falsetto register [23]) only a small amount of ‘baseline truncation’

is found. Finally, the most common phonation conditions (e.g. in modal voice [23]) exhibit a

significant degree of all three contributions.

The scaling step follows the continuuum mechanical description of the VF domain. Continuum

mechanics implies that VF stress depends on VF geometry, VF tissue properties and phonation

condition dependent fluid (airflow) loading applied at the VFboundary. Hence the dependence

on phonation conditions is removed by scaling with respect to factors representing glottal airflow

loading. The scaling factors are derived from average transglottal pressure difference (TPD) [21] and

superior-surface displacement. This approach is supported by state-of-the-art capabilities inin vivo

measurement of TPD [24, 25, 26] and of superior-surface motion ([27, 28, 29] among others). The

scaling step is applied separately to the average, fluctuation and collision-induced contributions to

the hydrostatic stress and to the interstitial fluid velocity (based on the spatial gradient of hydrostatic

stress), in that order.

Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng. (2013)
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VIBRATION-INDUCED SYSTEMIC HYDRATION OF THE VOCAL FOLDS 3

In the final superposition step the total interstitial fluid velocity for an arbitrary (new) phonation

condition is determined as the weighted sum of the scaled interstitial fluid velocity fields. The

weights in the sum are the same scaling factors as in the previous step but their values correspond

to the new phonation condition.

An underlying assumption in the method outlined above is thatthe strains in the VFs during

phonation-induced vibration are small enough such that terms that are non-linear in strain can be

neglected. Strains in VFs during self-sustained oscillations have been recorded experimentally in

recent works [30, 31, 32, 33]. These studies show that during self-sustained oscillations and for a

wide range of voiced speech strains on the superior surface of the VF tissue are small (< 15%). Past

work on characterizing the VF tissue has found that in this small strain regime the VF tissue response

is predominantly linear [34, 35, 36]. Including this assumption not only simplifies the analysis, but

also allows ready comparison of present results with a largebody of literature on computational

studies of VF dynamics where also the small-strain assumption was employed [37, 38, 39, 4, 40, 6].

In addition to the small vibration-induced strains there possibly exist large strains in the VFs due

to pre-phonatory posturing. However, the effect of these large strains are already accounted for in a

VF computational model e.g. by specifying a minimum pre-phonatory glottal width and a tangent

modulus of elasticity of the VF tissue. Consequently, the small-strain assumption is valid under the

limitation that the pre-phonatory conditions are held fixed.

In section3 the computational model presented in [2] is reviewed. For the rest of the manuscript,

this model serves as a working example of an FSI computation to which the above three-step method

is applied. Yet, the method remains applicable to any FSI computation of VF self-sustained vibration

including collision, as long as the VFs are deformable and the phonation-induced strains are small.

Hence a wide variety of tissue constitutive behaviors and pre-phonatory geometries can be analyzed

by minor adaptations.

As mentioned earlier the main goal of this study is to comparesystemic hydration across a

range of phonation conditions. Towards this goal in sections 4.1 and 4.2 results are presented

from the application of decomposition and scaling for the example FSI computation above [2].

Thus spatial and temporal characteristics of the scaled contributions to interstitial fluid velocity

are quantified in the VF interior. In section4.3 interstitial fluid velocities are computed over a

range of phonation conditions using the superposition method. For interstitial fluid particles starting

at different locations on the mid-coronal plane, interstitial fluid trajectories over vibration cycles

are analyzed as a function of phonation condition parameters. A novel hydration map analysis is

introduced by which the per-cycle displacement of interstitial fluid is quantified as a function of

phonation condition parameters. Demonstration of the derivation of the continuum mechanics-based

hydration map for an example VF achieves the main goal of thisstudy.

The biomechanical relevance of the hydration map is discussed in section5 by shifting focus

to a schematic of the hydration map that highlights its salient features qualitatively. Evidence

in literature suggests that the phonation condition parameters, namely TPD and superior-surface

displacement component are not independent of each other [22]. The implication of this condition

on the interpretation of a typical hydration map is presented. Landmark phonation conditions

corresponding to maximum collision without dehydration and maximum dehydration are depicted

on the hydration map.

Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng. (2013)
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4 P. BHATTACHARYA AND T. SIEGMUND

2. METHOD

2.1. Decomposition of Superior-Surface Displacement and Hydrostatic Stress

In the following, any location on the undeformed VF configuration is referred to by the position

vector ~X which has componentsXis, Xml and Xap in the mutually-perpendicular inferior–

superior, medial–lateral and anterior–posterior directions respectively. Consider the medial–lateral

component of displacementuml as a function of~X and timet. In the following, uml( ~X, t) is

considered to be negative when the particular VF corresponding to ~X is moving away from the

opposing VF and considered to be positive when approaching it. A maximum open instant is defined

as an instant whenuml at pre-specified VF superior-surface location~XSS attains its most negative

value. Successive maximum open instantstn andtn+1 identify then-th VF vibration cycle (figure1).

For a collision-free vibration cycle, the average quantityis determined

ūml( ~XSS) ≡
1

tp

∫ tn+1

tn

uml( ~XSS, t) dt, (1)

wheretp ≡ tn+1 − tn is the cycle time period. Within a cycle, consider the first instantt̄ such that

the conditionuml( ~XSS, t̄) = ūml( ~XSS) is met. For VF locations~X 6= ~XSS, the average displacement

is approximated as

ūml( ~X) ≡ uml( ~X, t̄). (2)

Over the vibration cycle, at all locations, the displacement fluctuates about the average,

∆uml( ~X, t) = uml( ~X, t)− ūml( ~X), (3)

and is approximated as a product of an ‘amplitude’∆uml,0( ~X) and a time-variationf(t), where

∆uml,0( ~X) ≡ uml( ~X, tn)− ūml( ~X) and f(t) ≡ ∆uml( ~XSS, t)

∆uml,0( ~XSS)
. (4)

Note thatf(t) is based only on~XSS, and the approximation reduces to an identity at~XSS.

When then-th vibration cycle involves VF collision (figure2), the collision effects at~XSS

exist only inside a collision-interval[tc,n, to,n] ⊂ [tn, tn+1] (subscripts: c, closing and o, opening).

Instantstc,n and to,n must initially be estimated. Consider the motion of~XC, which is a medial-

surface location in the same coronal plane as~XSS and is undergoing substantial collision. Typically,

the motion of ~XC is determined accurately in a computation and it can be used to estimatetc,n
andto,n. Next, by using an interpolation method, the time-dependence ofuml( ~XSS, t) outside the

collision-interval is used to determine a ‘virtual’ collision-free displacement throughout the cycle

and is referred to asuml,v( ~XSS, t) (details in appendix A). For the vibration cycle with collision, the

average and the fluctuation at~XSS are defined as

ūml( ~XSS) ≡ 1

tp

∫ tn+1

tn

uml,v( ~XSS, t) dt, (5)

∆uml( ~XSS, t) ≡ uml,v( ~XSS, t)− ūml( ~XSS), (6)

Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng. (2013)
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VIBRATION-INDUCED SYSTEMIC HYDRATION OF THE VOCAL FOLDS 5

respectively. These expressions are similar to the corresponding ones in the collision-free cycle case,

except thatuml is now substituted withuml,v on the right. Similar to before,̄t is defined from the

conditionuml,v( ~XSS, t̄) = ūml( ~XSS) and the definition for∆uml,0( ~XSS) is identical to that in (4).

However,f(t) is defined as

f(t) ≡ ∆uml,v( ~XSS, t)

∆uml,0( ~XSS)
, (7)

although it is still based on~XSS only. For locations other than~XSS, ūml( ~X) and ∆uml,0( ~X)

are obtained from (2) and (4) respectively. The ‘virtual’ collision-free displacement at location
~X 6= ~XSS is defined

uml,v( ~X, t) ≡ ūml( ~X) + ∆uml,0( ~X)f(t). (8)

For all locations the collision-induced contribution to displacement is defined as

uml,C( ~X, t) ≡ uml( ~X, t)− uml,v( ~X, t), (9)

or,

uml,C( ~X, t) = uml( ~X, t)−
[

ūml( ~X) + ∆uml,0( ~X)f(t)
]

. (10)

The ‘corrected’ collision-interval[tc,n, to,n] is then set equal to the largest continuous interval in

which uml,C( ~XSS, t) is negative (up to a specified tolerance). Henceforth all collision induced

contributions are set to zero outside this interval. A virtual overclosure is defined

uml,C0( ~XSS) ≡ −min
[

uml,C( ~XSS, t)
]

where t ∈ [tc,n, to,n], (11)

and the conditionuml,C0( ~XSS) = −uml,C( ~XSS, tmax,n) is used to define the instanttmax,n ∈
[tc,n, to,n]. A non-dimensional timẽt within the collision interval and a functiong(t̃) dependent

on it are defined as

t̃ ≡ t− to,n
to,n − tc,n

and g(t̃) ≡ −uml,C( ~XSS, t)

uml,C0( ~XSS)
, (12)

These are used later to model the time-variation of collision-induced contributions.

The hydrostatic stress invariant is defined as

σH ≡ 1

3
tr(σ), (13)

where tr is the trace operator andσ is the Cauchy stress tensor. Following the decomposition

of the displacementuml( ~XSS, t), the quantitiestn, tn+1, t̄ and f(t) are known. For a collision

cycle, additionally,tc,n, to,n andtmax,n are known. The average, fluctuation amplitude, fluctuation,

collision-induced contribution, and collision-induced amplitude of hydrostatic stress are defined as,

Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng. (2013)
Prepared using cnmauth.cls DOI: 10.1002/cnm



6 P. BHATTACHARYA AND T. SIEGMUND

respectively

σ̄H( ~X) ≡ σH( ~X, t̄), (14)

∆σH,0( ~X) ≡ σH( ~X, tn)− σ̄H( ~X), (15)

∆σH( ~X, t) ≡ ∆σH,0( ~X)f(t), (16)

σH,C( ~X, t) ≡ σH( ~X, t)−
[

σ̄H( ~X) + ∆σH( ~X, t)
]

, (17)

and σH,C0( ~X) ≡ σH,C( ~X, tmax,n). (18)

In case of a collision-free vibration cycleσH,C( ~X, t) andσH,C0( ~X) are defined to be identically

zero.

2.2. Scaling Hydrostatic Stress and Interstitial Fluid Velocity Contributions

Following the continuum definition of VF tissue the hydrostatic stress at any VF location and the

separate contributions to hydrostatic stress depend on: the external fluid loading and the geometry

and constitutive properties of the VF domain. Of these external fluid loading is the only factor that

depends on the phonation condition. Hence phonation condition related effects can be removed by

scaling the above contributions as follows

¯̂σH( ~X) ≡ σ̄H( ~X)

p̄
, ∆σ̂H( ~X, t) ≡ ∆σH( ~X, t)

∆uml,0( ~XSS)
,

and σ̂H,C( ~X, t) ≡ σH,C( ~X, t)
√

uml,C0( ~XSS)

, (19)

where σ̂H denotes scaled hydrostatic stress andp̄ is the TPD averaged over the cycle. For the

average contribution linear scaling with respect top̄ is motivated by assumption of linear elastic

behavior valid for small strains. The fluctuation contribution is due to a fluctuation fluid loading that

is significant only near the glottis. Instead of scaling withthe fluctuation part of the fluid loading

which is difficult to measure, the fluctuation displacement∆uml,0( ~XSS) is used. This approach too

follows from linear elastic tissue behavior. The square-root dependence of the collision-induced

stress on the virtual overclosure is motivated by Hertz theory of elastic contact between two three-

dimensional bodies [41]. According to this theory the compressive stress on the surface (referred to

as impact stress or contact pressure in voice literature [27, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]) depends

on the square-root of the relative approach of the two bodiesin contact. At maximum collision

t = tmax,n, the impact pressure and the relative approach of the VFs areassumed to be proportional

respectively toσH,C0( ~XSS) anduml,C0( ~XSS).

In [2, 14, 15] stress gradients were considered to drive the interstitial fluid within the VF, under the

assumption that it behaves as a poroelastic structure. Darcy’s law gives the instantaneous velocity

of the interstitial fluid~q relative to the VF structure as

~q =
k

φf
∇σH , (20)

Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng. (2013)
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VIBRATION-INDUCED SYSTEMIC HYDRATION OF THE VOCAL FOLDS 7

where the interstitial fluid volume fractionφf and the permeabilityk of the poroelastic VF structure

fluid are assumed to be homogeneous and time-invariant. The permeability k is additionally

considered to be isotropic. Using (20) scaled interstitial fluid velocity contributions are defined

corresponding to the scaled hydrostatic stress contributions as

¯̂
~q( ~X) ≡ k

φf
∇¯̂σH( ~X), ∆~̂q( ~X, t) ≡ k

φf
∇∆σ̂H( ~X, t)

and ~̂qC( ~X, t) ≡ k

φf
∇σ̂H,C( ~X, t). (21)

2.3. Total Interstitial Fluid Velocity Using Superposition

Consider an experiment conducted at a particular phonationcondition e.g. at a TPD given bȳp. The

VF superior-surface displacementuml( ~XSS, t) can be measured during the experiment. By applying

the decomposition step the quantities∆uml,0( ~XSS) anduml,C0( ~XSS) can be obtained. The total

interstitial velocity~q in that experiment is determined by the weighted sum

~q = p̄
¯̂
~q( ~X) + ∆uml,0( ~XSS)∆~̂q( ~X, t) +

√

uml,C0( ~XSS)~̂qC( ~X, t). (22)

3. A WORKING EXAMPLE

The computational model presented in [2] is capable of simulating three-dimensional VF FSI for a

realistic set of VF tissue properties and airflow conditions. The model comprises separate definitions

for the continuum regions corresponding to the glottal airflow and the pair of VFs, a contact-

interaction model for the VFs, and a coupled interaction model between the fluid and structural

domains.

The coordinate system origin for both fluid and structural domains is located at the intersection

of the mid-coronal plane, the mid-saggital plane and the VF superior surface. Figure3a shows the

geometry of the glottal airflow domain. The inlet and outlet surfaces on the domain boundary are

identified. The subglottal airflow pressure is identified with the pressure at the inletpin. Pressure

at the outlet is fixed at0 Pa (with respect to a reference pressurepref). The inlet pressurepin
is ramped smoothly from timet = 0 to t = tramp = 0.15 s. In this durationpin increases from

zero topmax = 400 Pa. The inlet pressure is held fixed fort > tramp implying that p̄ = pmax for

all computed vibration cycles. No-slip and no-penetrationconditions are defined on all bounding

surfaces of the fluid domain except the inlet and outlet. Laminar, incompressible flow conditions are

assumed, and properties of air at standard temperature and pressure are imposed (tableI). Note that

the difference between the inlet and outlet pressures, i.e.the TPD, is identical to the inlet pressure

itself.

Figure3b shows the left VF; the right VF has identical geometry. Medial–lateral displacements on

the left VF are negative when it is moving away from the right VF, and positive when approaching

it. Specific dimensions of the VF volumes appear in tableII . The geometry of both VFs follows the

M5 specification as considered in [50]. The two-dimensional (2D) VF shape pertaining to the M5

definition is extruded uniformly through the lengthL of the VF in the anterior–posterior direction.

The initial (pre-phonatory) separation between the VFs isdg = 0.600 mm. The lateral, anterior and

Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng. (2013)
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8 P. BHATTACHARYA AND T. SIEGMUND

posterior surfaces are fixed. Linear viscoelastic tissue properties are assumed, motivated by the

biphasic description of VF tissue in [15]. The viscoelastic properties imposed tableII correspond

to a fluid volume fractionφf = 0.7 and hydraulic permeabilityk = 4.05× 10−8 m2/Pa·s; these

biphasic tissue conditions were shown [2] to be representative of a well-hydrated VF tissue.

A pair of rigid planes (PL andPR) is situated symmetrically between the VFs (figure4). The

planes are oriented parallel to each other, with a separation of dp = 0.200 mm between them.

The rigid planes remain static throughout the computation.Contact interaction is defined between

corresponding contact-prone regions of the VF surface and the static rigid planes, i.e. betweenCL

on the left VF andPL, and betweenCR on the right VF andPR. Hard, frictionless contact conditions

are enforced using penalty methods. The constitutive modelfor contact ensures that locations on the

VF surface are stress-free unless they are in contact, in which compressive normal tractions exist

at those locations. This contact model allows the fluid volume between the VFs to have a constant

topology throughout the computation, a requirement of the numerical solver used herein.

The time-integration of the fluid and solid domains proceedsin a staggerred manner. At the end

of each computed time increment (∆t = 10 µs), the flow solver communicates the pressures on the

VF surfaces to the solid domain solver. The solid domain solver interprets the pressures as tractions,

computes the VF deformation under the loading imposed by these tractions over an equal increment

of time ∆t, and communicates back the displaced VF surface coordinates to the flow solver. The

flow solver interprets the modified VF surface coordinates asa moving boundary problem, remeshes

the flow domain, and the cycle repeats itself. Details of the governing equations, discretization and

solution algorithms are provided in [2].

4. RESULTS

In applying the decomposition and scaling steps, a choice ofsuperior-surface location~XSS is

necessary. In the example computation, the location~XSS = (0.00,−1.86, 0.00) mm was selected

(figure5). This location lies on the mid-coronal plane. This choice was motivated by the observation

that collision was significant at the mid-coronal plane [2]. Thereby collision-induced effects on

interstitial flow are expected to be significant at the mid-coronal plane. Based on the graph of

uml( ~XSS, t) the maximum open instants are obtained, which in turn lead tothe identification of

individual vibration cycles (cycle numbers indicated in table III ). The average cycle periodtp was

found to be0.00597 s with a standard deviation (SD) of5.70× 10−5 s (less than 1% of average).

A total of 16 cycles were identified. Note that cycle 1 is the first well-developed periodic vibration

cycle. In the ramp phase i.e. fromt = 0 s tot = 0.15 s (= tramp) the motion of~XSS is quasi-static

and fromt = 0.15 s tot = 0.19 s the vibration pattern is transient in nature. Since quasi-static and

transient motion regimes are not the focus of this study these are omitted in the rest of the paper.

Substantial contact at the mid-coronal section is found to occur at ~XC =

(−0.740,−0.294, 0.00) mm. This point lies at the medial extremity of the left VF at mid-

coronal section (figure5). Figure6 shows the contact opening at~XC (i.e. its distance from plane

PL) for all 16 vibration cycles. After the collision-free cycles 1–9, theleft VF was predicted to

vibrate with an amplitude large enough to induce contact (cycle 10 onward). In cycles 10–16, time

intervals are given in tableIII during which ~XC sustains compressive normal tractions.

Copyright c© 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Biomed. Engng. (2013)
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VIBRATION-INDUCED SYSTEMIC HYDRATION OF THE VOCAL FOLDS 9

4.1. Decomposition of Superior-Surface Displacement and Hydrostatic Stress

For cycle9, it was determined that̄uml( ~XSS) = −0.108 mm, and∆uml,0( ~XSS) = −0.260 mm.

Further, the time-variationf(t) and t̄ = 0.23936 s were also determined. For cycles10–16, the

initial guesses for collision intervals are indicated in table III . In order that collision-induced

effects are reliably determined, it is necessary that contact was ‘well-established’. In the following,

contact was considered to be well-established ifuml,C0( ~XSS) was more than 3 % of|∆uml,0( ~XSS)|.
Hence cycles10–12 are ignored. Following the determination ofuml,v( ~XSS, t), final estimates of

collision intervals are obtained by locating the largest continuous interval within each cycle in

whichuml,C( ~XSS, t) < −0.005 mm. These estimates are[0.26468, 0.26488] s, [0.27082, 0.27098] s,

[0.27640, 0.27682] s and[0.28230, 0.28314] s respectively for cycles13–16. Following the3 % rule

above, only cycles15 and16 are analyzed. In figure8, the displacementuml( ~XC, t) is compared with

uml,v( ~XC, t) in cycles15 and16. The temporal variationg(t̃) for cycles15 and16 are compared in

Appendix A.

Following the decomposition of displacement in the collision-free vibration cycle contours of

instantaneous hydrostatic stressσH( ~X, t9) i.e. at the maximum open instant of cycle 9 are plotted

(figure 7a) on the left VF mid-coronal plane. Figures7b and7c show contours of̄σH( ~X) and

∆σH,0( ~X) respectively for cycle 9. Results are presented only for themid-coronal plane because

the components of the hydrostatic stress gradient (and alsothe interstitial flow driven by it) were

found to be much larger along the mid-coronal plane than in the out-of-plane direction [2].

The collision intervals estimated above are used in determining collision-induced stresses. In

cycle 15, the collision-induced hydrostatic stressσH,C( ~X, t) is determined. At three indicative

instants within the collision interval,σH( ~X, t) contours on the mid-coronal plane are shown in

figure9a–c, simultaneously with the respectiveσH,C contours in figure9d–f. At t = 0.27640 s,σH,C

in the neighbourhood of~XC is only weakly compressive. Att = tmax,15 = 0.27662 s (figure9e) the

compressive hydrostatic stress increases by a factor greater than2.5, reaching a maximum over the

collision interval. This is followed by a decay untilt = 0.27680 s (figure9f).

4.2. Scaling Hydrostatic Stress and Interstitial Fluid Velocity Contributions

By using (19) the scaled contributions to hydrostatic stress are obtained in both cycle 9 and 15.

Next by using (21) scaled contributions to the interstitial fluid velocity isobtained as a function of

spatial location and time in cycles 9 and 15. As mentioned above the anterior–posterior gradient

of hydrostatic stress is a small fraction of the total magnitude of the gradient. Hence for the

remainder of the analysis the anterior–posterior component is neglected for all hydrostatic stress

gradient contributions. Next, the computed field∇∆σ̂H,0 in cycle 9 is averaged over the area of

the mid-coronal plane in the regionXml > −6.67 mm (bounded on the left by the dashed line in

figure5). Unit vectors~e1 and~e2 are defined as respectively perpendicular and parallel to this average

gradient. A location~XI is selected in the VF interior such that the vector~XC − ~XI is parallel to~e1.

In the results to followd ≡ ‖ ~XC − ~XI‖ = 4.63 mm is the depth of VF tissue along~e1 for which

interstitial flow is analysed. The origin of a 2D coordinate system is defined at~XI; the coordinate

system is obtained by a Euclidean transformation of the original Xis, Xml coordinates. The new

coordinate systemξ1, ξ2 has axes parallel to~e1 and~e2 respectively. The location(d, 0) in the new

coordinates corresponds to~X = ~XC. Locations~XUp and ~XDn are identified at the intersection of the
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10 P. BHATTACHARYA AND T. SIEGMUND

~e2-axis with, respectively, the superior and inferior VF surfaces (figure5). All the reference-points

are given in tableIV in the original coordinate system. Based on the new coordinate system the

following quantities are assumed to be zero:∂ ¯̂σH/∂ξ2, ∂σ̂H,C0/∂ξ2, ∂∆σ̂H,0/∂ξ1, ∂2 ¯̂σH/∂ξ1∂ξ2,

∂2σ̂H,C0/∂ξ1∂ξ2 and ∂2∆σ̂H,0/∂ξ1∂ξ2. The above simplifications allow determining in closed-

form the spatio-temporal variation of the scaled contributions to~q as follows.

Figure10a shows the variation of̄σH with respect toξ1. A linear approximation to the derivative

∂ ¯̂σH/∂ξ1 is found to be correct tor = 0.997. The coefficientsa1 anda2 in

¯̂
~q ≃ k

φf

∂ ¯̂σH

∂ξ1
~e1 ≃ (a1ξ1 + a2)~e1, (23)

appear in tableV. Figure10b shows the variation of∆σH,0 with respect toξ2. Approximating

∂∆σ̂H,0/∂ξ2 with a constant yieldsr = 0.999, and the coefficientb1 in

∆~̂q ≃ k

φf

∂∆σ̂H,0

∂ξ2
f(t)~e2 ≃ b1f(t)~e2, (24)

is given in tableV.

Figure11plotsσH,C alongξ1 at6 equally spaced instants in cycle15. At the instant of maximum

collision t = tmax,15, the value at the surface of the collision-induced hydrostatic stress is related to

the coefficients

c2 ≡
(

k

φf

)

σ̂H,C0( ~XC), (25)

and the gradient of the stress at the surface in the~e1-direction is related to the coefficient

c1 ≡ k

φf

∂σ̂H,C0

∂ξ1

∣

∣

∣

∣

~X= ~XC

. (26)

The values ofc1 andc2 are given in tableV. Motivated by Hertz theory as earlier, it is assumed that

σH,C( ~XC, t) ∝
√

g(t̃), ∀t ∈ [tc,n, to,n]. A modified Heaviside operator is defined

H∗(ξ1, t̃) ≡ H

[

ξ1 − d+ (c2/c1)

√

g(t̃)

]

, (27)

such that it is zero below a time-varying ‘collision-influence depth’(c2/c1)
√

g(t̃) measured from
~XC (in the~e1-direction). At each of the above 6 time instants a constant-slope approximation to

σ̂H,C in dependence ofξ1 is found correct tor ≥ 0.936 in the region whereH∗ = 1. Outside this

region, the gradients of collision-induced hydrostatic stress are small: on average, these are less than

8% of the constant gradient at the medial surface. These results motivate the approximation

~̂qC ≃ k

φf

∂σ̂H,C

∂ξ1
~e1 ≃ c1H

∗(ξ1, t̃)~e1. (28)

4.3. Phonation Condition Dependent Systemic Hydration

In the following, total interstitial fluid velocity~q is computed using (22) for a range of

phonation conditions. Each phonation condition is parameterized by the factors̄p, ∆uml,0( ~XSS)

anduml,C0( ~XSS) each of which can be measured during an experiment at that condition. However,
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VIBRATION-INDUCED SYSTEMIC HYDRATION OF THE VOCAL FOLDS 11

in the absence of available experiments representative values of phonation condition parameters

are considered (tableVI). Note that p̄ = 1000 Pa is characteristic of the experimental airflow

conditions in [51, 52, 46]. Assuming that̄uml( ~XSS) andp̄ scale linearly (see Appendix B), and using

ūml( ~XSS) = −0.116 mm from cycle 15 in the example computation (p̄ = 400 Pa), one predicts

ūml( ~XSS) = −0.290 mm at p̄ = 1000 Pa. The choice of∆uml,0( ~XSS) anduml,C0( ~XSS) values is

motivated as follows. In the computation the initial contact separation at~XC is its distance from

the planePL, whereas in the experimental model the distance between~XC on the left VF and the

corresponding point on the right VF must be considered as theinitial contact separation. In either

case, the initial contact separation limits the displacement in the medial direction. For e.g. in the

computation,

uml( ~XC, t) ≤ (dg − dp)/2. (29)

For small strains this relationship extends to~XSS, which when rearranged implies

− uml,C0( ~XSS) ≃ (dg − dp)/2−
[

ūml( ~XSS) + ∆uml,0( ~XSS)f(tmax)
]

. (30)

Using functionsf andg, as obtained from the computed cycle15 above, in (30) it is predicted that

marginal contact occurs at∆uml,0( ~XSS) = −0.490 mm. Thus in tableVI cases 1–3 correspond

to, respectively, no contact, marginal contact and significant contact. In the marginal contact

case 2, no collision-induced stresses are developed. In case 3, it is assumed that the maximum

overclosureuml,C0( ~XSS) is identical to the difference of∆uml,0( ~XSS) between cases 2 and 3, and

tc = tn + 0.00209 s andto = tn + 0.00370 s.

Below the trajectories of fluid particles over a vibration cycle are analyzed in dependence of

their initial location on the VF mid-coronal plane for each of the three phonation conditions. In

particular, five interstitial fluid particles are considered located initially (i.e. at a particular maximum

open instanttn) at equal intervals along theξ1 axis (starting atξ1 = 2.50 mm and ending at

ξ1 = 4.50 mm).

Figure 12 shows the interstitial fluid particle trajectories for the cases considered. In case1

(figure 12a), net movement of fluid particles towards the medial surface (ξ1 = d) is higher for

particles initially closer to the surface. In comparison, the range of displacement in the~e2-direction

is constant (∼ 0.010 mm) for all five particles. In case2 (figure 12b) the range of motion in the

~e2-direction increases uniformly for each particle when compared to that in case 1, but the motion

in the ξ1 direction is unchanged. Figure12c shows that in case3 the range of~e2-motion further

increases compared to cases 1 and 2. However the~e1-motion is modified in a non-trivial manner.

For fluid particles released atξ1 = 4.00 and4.50 mm, the movement towards the medial surface is

set back during the collision interval, resulting in a decrease in net displacement compared to cases

1 and 2. This collision-induced decrease is larger for the particle released atξ1 = 4.50 mm.

The above results indicate that the effects on hydration of both the average and the collision-

induced hydrostatic stress gradient are highest at the medial surface locationξ1 = d, ξ1 = 0,

although these effects counteract each other. Since, the fluctuation contribution sums to zero over

a cycle and cannot lead to net displacement, the influence on hydration due to hydrostatic stress

gradients is best analyzed at the medial surface. Specifically the influence on hydration is measured
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12 P. BHATTACHARYA AND T. SIEGMUND

by the displacement quantity

U if ≡
∫ tn+1

tn

~q · ~e1dt, (31)

which is the per-cycle advance alongξ1 of an interstitial fluid particle located initially (i.e. att = tn)

at (ξ1, ξ2) = (d, 0).

The variation ofU if is analyzed in dependence of phonation condition, and this is referred to as the

hydration map. In the previous analysis comparing three phonation conditions, it was shown that the

parameteruml,C0( ~XSS) was dependent on̄p and∆uml,0( ~XSS) for the given VF geometry. Thus the

dependence ofU if on uml,C0( ~XSS) is already included in the hydration map. In figure13 contours

of U if in dependence of̄p and∆uml,0( ~XSS) are plotted. For a given combination of parameters,

a negative value ofuml,C0( ~XSS) determined from (30) indicates an absence of collision. Such

parameter combinations lie above the dashed curve in figure13 that represents marginal contact

uml,C0( ~XSS) = 0, and is in fact a straight line. The solid curve in figure13 represents marginal

per-cycle advance of interstitial fluid i.e.U if = 0. Along this curve, the setback in the flow due to

collision matches the forward motion due to the average stress gradient. For airflow conditions

below this curve, collision causes fluid to be removed from near-surface regions in each cycle

(i.e.U if < 0).

5. DISCUSSION

To determine the total interstitial fluid velocity during VFvibration and collision using (21) an

important prerequisite is that the medial–lateral displacement of a superior surface location~XSS

be accessible to high-speed imaging.A priori selection of ~XSS is governed by two conditions:

accessibility to imaging during vibration without and withcollision, as well as sufficient proximity

to the medial surface. Using established imaging procedures [53, 54, 46] the medial–lateral motion

of the superior-surface point is easily tracked in a clinical setting. On the other hand, proximity to

the medial surface ensures that the collision-induced medial–lateral displacement at~XSS will be

sufficiently larger than the uncertainty in displacement measurement at that point. This is important

because, as was shown in this paper, the influence of collision is not negligible only in the vicinity

of the medial surface.

A significant advantage in using (21) to determine interstitial fluid velocity is that the problemof

quantifying systemic hydration is much simplified. The equation requires the input of hydration

coefficients (tableV) that approximate the spatial distribution of the decomposed (and scaled)

contributions to interstitial fluid velocity within the VF.These parameters depend only on VF tissue

properties, VF geometry and initial VF configuration, but are invariant with respect to phonation-

condition parameters e.g. flow pressure and vibration amplitude. Hence a single FSI computation

as performed in [2] suffices to determine systemic hydration over a range of phonation conditions.

Indeed the main goal of this study, i.e. determining the hydration map, hinges on finding the set of

hydration coefficients.

The sense of the scaled average interstitial fluid velocity along~e1, as determined from (23) and

tableV, dictates that interstitial fluid is driven from the interior to the medial surface of the VFs.

With regard to scaling, the assumption of linear scaling between the average hydrostatic stress and
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VIBRATION-INDUCED SYSTEMIC HYDRATION OF THE VOCAL FOLDS 13

the TPD is validated in appendix B. Increasing the average TPD therefore increases the strength

of average interstitial flow. Moreover the velocity increases as the medial surface approaches. In

particular, one finds that the average interstitial fluid velocity in the~e1 direction atξ1 = 0 is 18.3

times smaller compared to that atξ1 = d. This finding of negligible interstitial fluid velocity at

ξ1 = 0 is taken asa posteriori justification for the choice of depthd = 4.63 mm considered for

interstitial flow analysis in the case of the model in [2].

The distribution of the fluctuation contribution to hydrostatic stress on the reference mid-coronal

plane was found to have an average gradient at an angle of∼ 25◦ to the vertical (direction~e2). The

nearly linear variation of fluctuation hydrostatic stress with ξ2 follows the flexural stress distribution

in a beam with respect to distance from the neutral axis. Fluctuation contribution to hydrostatic stress

alters in sense with the fluctuation in VF displacement aboutits average value. During the open

phase, the fluctuation stress distribution is such that it aids the flow towards the inferior regions.

Correspondingly, in the closed phase, the stresses direct the interstitial fluid to the superior surface.

In the~e2 direction the range of per-cycle interstitial fluid motion was found to beO(0.060 mm) for

the range of∆uml,0( ~XSS) considered in figure13. The mean thickness of the lamina propria, the

region of VF tissue which actively vibrates during phonation, is∼ 1.25 mm [55]. Thus the per-cycle

interstitial fluid displacement is typically two orders of magnitude smaller than the total thickness of

the lamina propria. However, the individual layers of the lamina propria areO(0.500mm) thick [55].

Thus, within these individual layers the fluctuation-induced interstitial fluid velocity is expected to

play a significant and beneficial role in circulating interstitial fluid. However, the fluctuation-induced

interstitial fluid velocity does not contribute in net increase or decrease of hydration in a region of

VF tissue. The fluctuation contributions to stresses and displacement are assumed to be related

linearly; this assumption is verified in Appendix B. The distribution of average and fluctuation

stresses strongly indicate that in the absence of collision, phonation plays a conducive role towards

increasing hydration in the VF tissue.

The collision-induced contribution to hydrostatic stressis active only during the collision interval

in a vibration cycle. Throughout the collision interval, the dominant direction of collision-induced

interstitial flow was found to be opposed to that of the average interstitial flow. Further, the collision-

induced interstitial velocity remains constant within a collision influence depth below the medial

surface. The collision-induced interstitial fluid velocity further below the collision influence depth

was found to be negligible. The time-dependence of the influence depth follows that of the collision-

induced hydrostatic stress at the surface. The peak collision-induced hydrostatic stress is assumed to

be proportional to square-root of the virtual overclosure,and the time-dependence of the collision-

induced hydrostatic stress is assumed to be self-similar when scaled by the length of the collision

interval. These assumptions are validated in Appendix B.

With advancement of computational power, several recent studies have focused on the prediction

of VF stresses in the interior arising due to self-sustainedoscillations [8, 11, 12]. However, these

studies did not make a detailed description of spatial and temporal variations of the hydrostatic stress

as carried out in the present study. In [8] a plane stress state was assumed with the anterior–posterior

direction being stress free, and the components of the planestress tensor were determined at several

locations along a path similar to~e1 in this paper. The gradient along~e1 of the peak-to-peak part of

in-plane normal stresses is similar to∇(2∆σH,0 − σH,C0) · ~e1 in the present paper. It was found in

[8] that this gradient is significantly larger near the surface than in the interior, thus agree with the
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14 P. BHATTACHARYA AND T. SIEGMUND

present finding that∇(2∆σH,0) · ~e1 is negligible and∇σH,C0 · ~e1 ∝ c1 during collision provides a

very large stress gradient. The study in [8] also find that thepeak-to-peak part of in-plane normal

stresses at~XC increases with increase in lung pressure (similar to subglottal pressurepin in this

paper). Since∆σH,0 is negligible at~XC, the rise in peak-to-peak amplitude is dictated by the rise in

magnitude ofσH,C0. This finding agrees with the present understanding of Titze’s curve: a higher

subglottal pressure leads to a higher collision-induced stress contribution.

An assumption in the analysis presented in this paper is thatthe time-variation at all locations and

for all the following quantities, namely displacements, stresses, stress-gradients and interstitial flow

velocities can be approximated byf(t), or the time variation derived fromuml( ~XSS, t). Although

this assumption is difficult to validate for quantities other than displacements, some support is

obtained from the good match betweenuml,v anduml at ~XC outside collision interval (figure8).

In figure 13, for the range of phonation condition parameters considered the magnitude ofU if

was found to beO(0.500 mm) and corresponded mainly to the sense of dehydrating flow. This

level of per-cycle near-surface dehydration is expected tosignificantly influence the health of the

lamina propria. Figure14 shows the schematic of a typical hydration map. Salient features of the

computed hydration map that were observed in figure13are indicated in the schematic. In particular,

the contours of constantU if , the line of marginal collision and the curve of marginal interstitial

fluid advance are shown. General directions of positive and negative trends inU if are indicated.

The hatched region between the isolinesuml,C0 = 0 andU if = 0 comprises flow conditions where

contact occurs, yet over a vibration cycle interstitial fluid moves from the interior to the medial

surface.

However a further consideration reveals that the two phonation-condition related parameters̄p

and∆uml,0( ~XSS) can not be set independently of each other. In [22], Titze suggested an empirical

relationship∆Qair = kl(p̄− pTh)/pTh where∆Qair is the fluctuation component of the glottal

airflow rate,kl > 0 is a subject-specific constant (units of flow-rate) andpTh is the phonation

threshold pressure (PTP), i.e. the lowest TPD at which self-oscillation is sustained. Since a larger VF

opening (or more negative∆uml,0( ~XSS)) will lead to a larger glottal airflow (more positive∆Qair),

one may postulate that∆uml,0( ~XSS) ∝ −∆Qair. This is indeed supported by the experiments

of [56] as well as the present computation [2]. Thus Titze’s empirical relationship [22] leads to

the conclusion that the fluctuation amplitude becomes more negative as̄p increases

∆uml,0( ~XSS) = −kl(p̄− pTh)/pTh. (32)

In the spirit of [22] the negatively-sloped line of∆uml,0( ~XSS)–p̄ is referred to as Titze’s line. It

represents a locus of physically realizable airflow conditions and is shown in figure14. In the

absence of experimental measurements on the example VF modelconsidered in this paper, only

a qualitative determination of Titze’s line is possible. Nonetheless, some biomechanically relevant

landmarks on Titze’s line are evident in figure14.

Titze’s line starts at a positive value ofpTh. As mentioned above, the slope of Titze’s line (32)

is always negative. It is expected that Titze’s line intersects the marginal collision line at a higher

TPD given byp̄ = pC (referred to as collision threshold pressure CTP in voice literature [57]).

A variety of subjects comprising professional singers and non-singers were considered in [58].

From their data it can be inferred that the slope of Titze’s line is proportional tok1 in [58] and
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for tenors the slope is66.7 times compared to female non-singers. The marginal collision line

is also expected to vary across subjects. Thereby it is expected thatpC also varies significantly

across subjects. Figure14 suggests that there exists apSafe such that for all̄p ∈ (pC , pSafe) the VFs

undergo collision but without net removal of interstitial fluid from the surface. Thus for this range

of pressures (above CTP throughpSafe) the hydration at near-surface locations is not adverse even

in the presence of collision. It is emphasized that the determination ofpSafe is possible only if the

hydration coefficients in tableV are known. The segment of Titze’s line that lies above theU if = 0

isoline represents conditions that are detrimental to hydration in the near-surface region. Since vocal

intensity is a function of the variables̄p and∆uml,0( ~XSS) [58], figure 13 overlaid by Titze’s line

can provide subject-specific insight into systemic hydration as a function of vocal intensity. It is

interesting to note that figure14suggests that there exists apPeak ∈ (pSafe,∞) for which interstitial

fluid removal per cycle from the VF surface reaches a peak value.

5.1. Limitations

The present approach is underpinned by the principle of linear superposition. While this assumption

enables us to construct the hydration map, the assumption oflinear superposition will provide only

first order results. Future, higher order results are neededif one accounts for the fact that laryngeal

tissues possess a nonlinear deformation response.

The two conditions for the selection of~XSS mentioned above are somewhat counteractive. This

is because it becomes increasingly difficult to acquire images as one approaches the medial surface.

In this paper, the choice of~XSS respects typical limitations of image acquisition in an experimental

setting [46]. As contact is best judged from displacement of the medial surface, the use ofuml

at ~XSS is expected to introduced some errors in quantifying the effect of collision. Indeed, the

collision intervals in cycles 13–16 estimated fromuml( ~XSS, t) were always found to be smaller

than the computed collision intervals at~XC given in tableIII . The resulting underestimation of the

collision-interval is because the influence of collision is‘felt’ at ~XSS only when the actual collision-

influence depth grows sufficiently large to include~XSS. Both these errors are expected to diminish

relatively as the severity of collision increases. Note thatincrease in the severity of collision is

accompanied by the decrease in the open-quotientOQ which in terms of the present variables is

OQ = 1− (to,n − tc,n)/tp. The minimum computedOQ consideringuml( ~XC, t) in cycles 13–16

is 0.876, and that estimated fromuml( ~XSS, t) is 0.859. These indicate much milder collision when

compared to the experiments conducted in [59] with human subjects whereOQ as low as0.400

were recorded in singing.

Another potential cause of underestimating the collision interval is that the limits of the

collision interval are defined whenuml,C( ~XSS, t) crosses−0.005 mm. This definition ensures

that the collision interval limits are determined robustly. The determination of the theoretical

conditionuml,C( ~XSS, t) = 0 is error prone because small differences betweenuml anduml,v due

to interpolation functionf can be confused for collision-induced effects.

In obtaining the collision-induced contribution in figures12 and13, the virtual overclosure was

approximated using (30), where it was assumed that the displacement of the materiallocation ~XSS

remains constant throughout the collision-interval. In reality, as borne out in both experiments [46]

and computation [2] ~XSS displaces further in the medial-direction during the collision-interval.

Thus (30) overestimates the virtual overclosureuml,C0( ~XSS) and the resulting collision influence
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depth and dehydration effects are also overestimated. It isemphasized that this overestimation is

removable by measuring the true displacement of~XSS in a physical experiment corresponding to

each phonation condition considered. Moreover, it is expected that the amount of overestimation

error in (30) is larger for larger actual values of virtual overclosure;in particular, there is no error

in determining whenuml,C0( ~XSS) = 0. It follows that the overestimation will not lead to qualitative

changes in figures12and13.

An artifact of the rigid planes in the computation is that corresponding locations on the opposing

VFs can have different actual collision intervals. For e.g.in figure 6 the location ~XC does not

undergo collision (zero contact interval) in cycle 8, whereas on a corresponding location on the

right VF the actual collision interval is obviously non-zero. This left-right asymmetry does not

occur in the absence of the rigid planes and will not influencethe determination of interstitial flow

in an experimental model.

The underlying basis for (21) is small strain behavior. However during collision, strains can

be locally large in magnitude, especially in the collision-influence zone. In cycle 15, attmax the

principal strains ranged from−6.50% to 6.50% on the mid-coronal plane and strongly support the

linearity assumption. Note that the magnitude of total strain dictates the applicability of (21), and not

that of the separate contributions. Along Titze’s line, theincreasing severity of collision increases

the collision-induced strain. However, this is accompanied by an increase in the average strain,

which being counteractive to the collision-induced strain, is expected to lower the magnitude of the

total strain. Therefore errors introduced due to application of (21) are expected to be maximum at

pPeak, and decrease away from it.

The integration of interstitial fluid velocity~q over sufficiently large time periods should be

interpreted with caution. Significant displacement of interstitial fluid can violate the assumption

of homogeneous, isotropic, time-invariant distribution of φf andk.

VF tissue is known to possess a layered structure [60] and a non-linear stress–strain response at

high strain levels [34, 35, 36]. Thus heterogeneity of response through different VF layers and

non-linearity of response in each layer are expected to better characterize the full mechanical

behavior of the VF tissue when compared to the linear elasticisotropic response used in the

current analysis. However, if the assumption of small strains holds, then resolving the full stress–

strain response is not necessary, as deviations due to non-linearity at sufficiently small strains are

not significant. The use of a layered model would be interesting but was not considered in this

paper. Yet, the method detailed here is applicable in the case of a layered heterogeneous model

as well, specifically (i) decomposition of superior surfacedisplacement and hydrostatic stress, and

(ii) scaling of contributions to hydrostatic stress and interstitial fluid velocities. Use of a layered

model would result in a quantitatively different hydrationmap than the particular one presented here

(figure13). Although such a modified map might arguably be closer to reality, the main contribution

of the present approach is that such a map can be obtained and that biomechanically relevant insights

can henceforth be inferred. It is to emphasize this aspect that a qualitative hydration map is presented

(figure14) and the main inferences of this study derive mainly from thequalitative picture.

Anisotropy of apparent stiffness of VF tissue is well known.However, considering VF tissue

as a porous material it is not clear whether the anisotropy isintrinsic (the solid phase is an

anisotropic material) or structural (porosity of the solidphase is anisotropic). A study of the pore

architecture of bovine acellular VF tissue showed that structural anisotropy is not significant and
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moreover the medial–lateral permeability (as considered in the present study) is high enough to

allow interstitial fluid flow [19]. In an approach similar to ours, interstitial fluid flow in the anterior–

posterior direction was assumed negligible by other workers [16, 18] based on the following two

observations: (i) the stress gradients in that direction are low even when the VF is intrinsically

transversely isotropic and (ii) water flow is dominated by negatively charged non-fibrillar matrix

molecules, which are usually distributed isotropically inthe VF tissue. From the above arguments

isotropic permeability as considered here appears to be a reasonable assumption. On the other hand,

while incorporating intrinsic transverse anisotropy is expected to lead to a better prediction of VF

hydrostatic stress, the approach detailed in the present paper can without any modification use such

a predicted stress state in order to derive VF tissue hydration. The results presented in this paper are

expected to only undergo quantitative changes and the final insights drawn are expected to be valid.

It is emphasized that the current study presents a novel approach that derives characteristics of

VF hydration as a function of phonation conditions for givenVF tissue mechanical properties and

VF geometry. This approach is demonstrated using the results from an FSI computation in literature

which assumes a particular VF tissue description and VF geometry, but the approach is not limited

to these. The actual quantitative description of dehydration characteristics for all possible VF tissue

mechanical properties (and VF geometries) is outside the scope of the present study.

6. CONCLUSION

The dominant features of temporal and spatial variation of the interstitial fluid velocity~q within the

VF were investigated in this paper under conditions of VF vibration without and with collision. This

result was further extended by introducing the hydration map analysis, wherein a measure of VF

hydration i.e.U if , is used to compare the state of VF hydration over a range of phonation conditions.

Throughout the paper, it was considered that~q is solely dependent on the gradient of the hydrostatic

stress. Consequently, systemic hydration as considered here is entirely driven by VF vibration. At an

arbitrary phonation condition~q was determined using the hydrostatic stress gradient obtained from

a single computation conducted at a specific and distinct phonation condition. This determination

was made possible by employing decomposition and scaling ofthe hydrostatic stress distribution.

Additionally, the definition of a virtual functionf to extract the collision-induced contribution, and

the scaling of the collision-induced stress with the square-root of the displacement are new concepts

presented in this paper. The spatiotemporal variation of~q, and in particular the variation of its scaled

and decomposed contributions¯̂~q, ∆~̂q and ~̂qC is captured by a set of hydration coefficients given

in tableV. These coefficients are in turn related to the imposed VF tissue constitutive properties

and VF geometry but are independent of phonation conditions. It is emphasized that at present,

the only method available to determine these coefficients isa computation of VF vibration with

collision, an example of which is given in [2]. As a consequence, similar computations that exist in

literature, as well as those that will be performed in future, can be analyzed in the method described

in this paper. The outcome of such an analysis would be the setof hydration coefficients, and the

determination of a hydration map. It is expected that in the future it will be possible to include

subject-specific VF tissue constitutive properties in numerical simulations of VF vibration. This will

lead to subject-specific hydration coefficients and determination of the hydration map will provide a
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higher degree of subject-specific insight into the systemichydration of the VF tissues. A quantitative

subject-specific assessment of systemic hydration over a range of phonation conditions is then quite

straightforward, provided routinein vivo measurements of airflow pressure and VF displacements

are obtained. Obtaining these measurements is expected to be much less expensive than conducting

a full-scale computational FSI at that particular phonation condition.
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APPENDIX A. APPROXIMATION OFuml,v( ~XSS, t) IN THE COLLISION INTERVAL

In determining the collision-induced contribution the virtual function uml,v( ~XSS, t) must be

obtained within the initially guessed collision interval.In this paper, this approximation was based

on the modified Prony method [61, 62, 63]. In this methoduml( ~XSS, t) is sampled at four equispaced

instants; each such set of four instants lies either in the closing phase immediately preceding the

guessed collision interval, or in the opening phase immediately following it (figure15a). From the

sampled data, two separate approximations are determined corresponding touml,v( ~XSS, t) on each

side of the collision interval. The minimum envelope of the two extrapolated functions is considered

to be the desired approximation touml,v( ~XSS, t) within the collision interval (figure15b).

APPENDIX B. ERROR ANALYSIS

This section details the various errors in the decomposition and scaling methods employed in

the paper. Other than these, errors in employing Darcy’s lawand numerical errors in example

computation also contribute to the total error in estimating VF systemic hydration. However, a

discussion of the latter two sources of error is provided in [2].

Decomposition of the medial–lateral displacement necessitates an integral over time as given

in (2). The error in approximating the integral from discrete data points is a function of interval

of data output; in the example computation, this is∆t = 20 µs. For a cycle time period of

tp = 0.00597 s, the relative error in the present calculations due to using the trapezoidal-rule for
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integration isO((∆t/tp)
2) = O(1.12× 10−5). This is also the estimate of error in determining

the fluctuation component. Although only cycles 9 and 15 are used in the text, the average

displacement does not differ much across cycles. In cycles1–9, 15, 16, it was found that on average

ūml( ~XSS) = −0.0995 mm (SD 0.0111 mm). The fluctuation amplitude increased with time, but

very slowly. For cycles1–9, the standard deviation ofu′

ml,0(
~XSS) was0.0146 mm, which is less

than5.66 % of the average value. For each of the cycles1–8 and13–16, the functionf(t) was found

to be strongly correlated with that in cycle9 (r > 0.993) and had a maximum absolute difference

less than0.145 compared withf(t) in cycle 9. Compared to the pure cosine function, the correlation

of f(t) was high (r > 0.994) and the maximum absolute difference between the functionswas less

than0.177. These findings are in line with previous studies [64, 22].

The error in approximating the time-dependence of the fluctuation component by the function

f(t), which is obtained solely fromuml( ~XSS, t), is considered next. Firstly, two ordered setsE1 and

E2 are defined, which contain respectively the finite elements intersected by the line joining~XI and
~XC and the finite elements intersected by the line joining~XUp and ~XDn. It was found that at each

computed instant in cycle 9, the correlation between computedσH and estimated̄σH +∆σH,0f

was always more than0.940 for the region corresponding to element-setE1. Discarding the instants

close tot̄ and t̄+ tp/2 in cycle 9, where the contribution from the fluctuation is expected to be

negligible, it was found that the correlation between the computed and estimated hydrostatic stress

was0.850 or higher for the region corresponding to element-setE2. The discarded instants where

the correlation was lower than0.850 were in total10.7% of the cycle time period.

In determining the collision-induced contribution, it is assumed that the functiong(t̃) is self-

similar. Figure15a,b comparesuml with uml,v, both taken at~XSS in cycles 15 and 16. The figure

also indicates the instants outside the respective collision intervals at whichf is sampled to apply

the modified Prony method. Figure15c compares the functiong(t̃) between cycles 15 and 16.

In the scaling model, the self-similarity of the average hydrostatic stress normalized by the

averaged TPD (pmax in the computation) is verified by considering results from aseparate

computation. In this new computation, the same example computational model is used as described

herein, except thatpmax = 800Pa andtramp = 0.300 s. This new computation is stopped att = tmax.

Considering instants corresponding to when the inlet pressure equals200 Pa,300 Pa,400 Pa,500 Pa

and600 Pa, it is found that VF vibrations are negligible (instantaneous kinetic energy was at most

3.01 % of the instantaneous strain energy). At each of these instants, it was found that the correlation

betweenσH andσ̄H (cycle 9) was higher than0.995, when regions comprising element-setsE1 and

E2 were considered. Further, at each instant, the difference between the values of̄σH/p and σ̂H

(cycle 9) taken at~XSS was less than2.95 %.

For the scaling of the fluctuation contribution, the variable ∆σ̂0 is compared between cycle

9 and the 8 vibration cycles preceding it, considering elements in the setE2. It is found that

the corresponding correlation is always0.999 or greater. For the scaling of the collision-induced

contributions, it is noted that between cycles 15 and 16c1 differed by13.4 %. In figure11, the

correlationr is at least0.936 between the variation ofσH,C with ξ1 (in the regionH∗ = 1) and a

line with slopec1
√
uml,C0. Between cycles 15 and 16 the value ofc2, which is the scaled collision-

induced stress at~XC at the instant of maximum overclosure was found to be differing by16.0 %.

In determininng interstitial flow velocities for hypothetical phonation conditions, a linear

relationship between̄uml( ~XSS) and p̄ was assumed. However [22] suggests that a more accurate
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expression is̄uml( ~XSS) ∝ (kl/pTh)(p̄− pTh) cos(π · OQ) where the open-quotient is given by

OQ = k2 + (1 − k2)(pTh/p̄) with 1 > k2 > 0 a non-dimensional subject-specific constant. From

the above expressions it can be shown that forp̄ marginally larger thanpTh, ∂ūml( ~XSS)/∂p̄ is

negative and∂2ūml( ~XSS)/∂p̄
2 is positive. This non-linear relationship betweenūml( ~XSS) and p̄

implies that the marginal collision line in figures13 and14 bends downward for finite values of

p̄− pTh and quantitative differences in the hydration map will follow. Note that these differences

can be removed by direct experimental measurement ofūml( ~XSS). Moreover, the non-linearity in

theūml( ~XSS)–p̄ relationship does not alter the qualitative inferences made in the text regarding the

hydration map.
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Table I. Geometric dimensions and constitutive propertiesof glottal airflow model.

Air-tract Dimensions Air Properties

Tentry 10.0 mm pref 101 kPa
Texit 20.0 mm ρf 1.23 kg/m3

T 10.7 mm µ 1.79× 10−4 kg/m·s
W 17.4 mm
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Table II. Geometric dimensions and constitutive properties of the vocal fold model.

Vocal Fold Dimensions Tissue Properties

L 20.0 mm E 6.00 kPa
D 8.40 mm ν 0.450
T 10.7 mm ρs 1070 kg/m3

dg 0.600 mm τ1 0.500 s
dp 0.200 mm k1, g1 0.670
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Table III. Start instants(tn) for cyclesn = 1 . . . 16 computed in [2]. For the collision cycles10–16, the
interval is also indicated in which the deformed location of~XC has compressive normal traction.

Cyclen [-] tn [s] Cyclen [-] tn [s] [tc,n, to,n] [s]

1 0.19030 9 0.23792
2 0.19624 10 0.24386 [0.24682, 0.24682]
3 0.20212 11 0.24994 -
4 0.20812 12 0.25590 -
5 0.21410 13 0.26188 [0.26456, 0.26504]
6 0.22014 14 0.26782 [0.27048, 0.27110]
7 0.22608 15 0.27390 [0.27642, 0.27704]
8 0.23198 16 0.27986 [0.28224, 0.28298]
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Table IV. Reference points on the mid-coronal plane (Xap = 0) of the left VF.

Reference Point Xis [mm] Xml [mm]

~XSS 0.00 -1.86
~XC -0.740 -0.294
~XI -2.71 -4.48
~XUp 0.00 -5.82
~XDn -5.58 -2.94
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Table V. Numerical values of approximation coefficients.

Coefficient Value Units

a1 6.91 × 10−3 [s−1Pa−1]
a2 −1.66× 10−6 [ms−1Pa−1]
b1 36.7 [s−1]
c1 −14.2 [m

1
2 s−1]

c2 −9.11× 10−3 [m
3
2 s−1]
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Table VI. Scaling parameters used to analyze three cases of interstitial flow development.

Case p̄ [Pa] ∆uml,0( ~XSS) [mm] uml,C0( ~XSS) [mm]

1 1000 −0.245 0.00
2 1000 −0.490 0.00
3 1000 −0.735 0.245
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tn tn+1t

Figure 1. Decomposition of displacements during a vibration cycle without collision. (A) Cycle start and end
times (tn andtn+1 respectively) are determined fromuml( ~XSS, t); the average displacementūml( ~XSS) is
determined such that the area under the curve is zero (shaded); instantt̄ corresponds to the first occurence of
ūml( ~XSS). (B) The normalized fluctuation about the meanf(t) is used to decompose the hydrostatic stress
everywhere. (C) Time instantstn, tn+1 and t̄ are used to decompose the displacement at other vocal fold

locations.
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t

Figure 2. Decomposition of displacements during a vibration cycle with collision. (A) Similar to figure1
instantstn andtn+1 are determined fromuml( ~XSS, t) (solid curve); the overclosed cycleuml,v( ~XSS, t) is
estimated (dashed curve). (B) The average displacementūml( ~XSS), the instant̄t and the functionf(t) are
based onuml,v( ~XSS, t); the area between̄uml( ~XSS) anduml,v( ~XSS, t) is zero (shaded); difference between
uml( ~XSS, t) (dashed curve) anduml,v( ~XSS, t) equals the collision-induced contributionuml,C( ~XSS, t)
which is zero outside the collision interval[tc,n, to,n]. Decomposition of displacement and hydrostatic
stressesat other vocal fold locations (not shown) is based on instantstn, tn+1 and t̄ along with (C) the

normalized functionf(t) and (D) the normalized collision-induced contributiong(t̃).
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Figure 3. (a) Geometry of the glottal airflow domain. The inlet, outlet and glottal surfaces are shaded. The
coordinate origin is denoted by⊗. (b) Geometry of the left half of the VF model. The regionCL is part of
the glottal surface that is expected to participate in collision. Coordinate axes are offset from the origin for

clarity.
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Figure 4. Mid-coronal cross-section showing initial configuration: rigid planesPL andPR separated by
distancedp; the left and right VFs separated initially by at least the gap dg and located symmetrically on
either side of the respective rigid planes; and contact surfacesCL andCR on respective VFs. Coordinate

axes are shown offset from the origin for clarity.
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Figure 5. Location of reference points and reference unit vectors on the mid-coronal plane. Dashed line
indicates the lateral boundary of the area over which∇∆σH,0 was averaged.
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Figure 6. Contact opening distance at mid-coronal plane in dependence of time: solid line, on left vocal fold
(VF) defined as[(dg − dp)/2− uml] at ~XC; dashed line, on the right VF defined as[(dg − dp)/2 + uml] at

a location similar to~XC.
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(a) σH (b) σH (c) ΔσH,0
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Figure 7. For the vibration cycle9, contours of (a) instantaneous hydrostatic stressσH at maximum open
instantt9, (b) mean hydrostatic stressσ̄H , and (c) fluctuation hydrostatic stress∆σH,0 on the mid-coronal

plane. Solid lines in figures (b) and (c) are parallel to unit vectors~e1 and~e2 respectively.
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Figure 8. Time development of contact opening distance for collision cycles15 and 16, where negative
values indicate overclosure. Solid line, computed quantity (dg − dp)/2− uml( ~XC, t); dashed line, virtual

quantity(dg − dp)/2− uml,v( ~XC, t).
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[Pa]
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Figure 9. Contours of (a–c)σH and (d–f)σH,C at three representative time instants of collision cycle15.
Time instants correspond: (a,d)t = 0.27640 s; (b,e)t = 0.27662 s; (c,f) t = 0.27680 s.
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Figure 10. For the vibration cycle9, variation of (a) σ̄H and (b)∆σH,0 in dependence ofξ1 and ξ2
respectively.
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Figure 11. Spatial variation alongξ1 of contact contribution of hydrostatic stress at6 equally spaced time
instants during active contact in cycle15.
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Figure 12. Interstitial fluid particle trajectories on the mid-coronal plane for representative cases: (a) no
contact, (b) marginal contact, and (c) significant contact.Circles indicate the initial positions of the fluid

particles.
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Figure 13. Contours ofU if in dependence of̄p and∆uml,0( ~XSS). HereU if is the per-cycle interstitial fluid
displacement in the~e1-direction of a fluid particle located initially at the medial-surface location~XC, p̄
is the average TPD and∆uml,0( ~XSS) is the fluctuation amplitude of medial–lateral displacement at the
superior-surface location~XSS. The dashed and solid lines indicate respectively phonation conditions for

which marginal collision and marginal interstitial fluid particle displacement occur.
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Figure 14. Schematic of hydration map, i.e. contours ofU if in dependence of̄p and∆uml,0( ~XSS). Here
U if is the per-cycle interstitial fluid displacement in~e1-direction of a fluid particle located initially at the
medial-surface location~XC, p̄ is the TPD and∆uml,0( ~XSS) is the fluctuation amplitude of medial–lateral
displacement at the superior-surface location~XSS. Dash-dotted lines indicate level curves ofU if ; thick
dashed line indicates marginal collision; thick dotted curve indicates zero interstitial fluid displacement;
solid straight line indicates physically realizable locusof TPD and fluctuation amplitude (or Titze’s line).
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Figure 15. (a) Comparison ofuml (solid line) anduml,v (dashed line) at~XSS in cycles 15 and 16. Circles and
crosses respectively denote instants in the closing and opening phases wheref is sampled. (b) In a close-up
of cycle 15, approximations of closing and opening phases are shown in dotted lines. (c) Comparison of
time-dependence of collision-induced functionsg(t̃) from cycle 15 (solid line) and cycle 16 (dashed line).
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